Example Explanatory Paragraph

“Echoes” Explanation

*Paige, Seventh Grade Student*

Pat Mora’s poem, “Echoes,” vividly describes the meaning and mood of the poem by using sensory images. At the beginning of the poem it was talking about white wine and cool dresses which give you a feel of upper-class elegance. Yet when it went from the white wine to the white uniform it changed the class of the hostess and the maid. When it mentioned that the maid’s smile wavered when the speaker started to talk to her, it showed the level of amazement that the maid felt. However, the end, when it talks about hearing the cruel comment of “just drop the cups and plates / on the grass,” it gave the poem a feeling of darkness as the poem told how the speaker stood in silence which describes her contradicting feelings. Towards the end of the poem the roar and flash help the reader envision the speaker’s rage for the cruelty that is being calmed in a racist society.